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THE DAILY UNKNOWN
of this  outstanding swiss-nordic group presents 12
pieces of new chambermusic  between instrumental
song and soundpainting.
left to right:
Øyvind Hegg-Lunde (NO) / drums
Kaspar von Grünigen (CH) / bass
Fabian M. Mueller (CH) / piano
Eirik Dørsdal (NO) / trumpet
Anni Elif Egecioglu (SE) / cello, voice

about the band
In ancient Rome, an Augur was predicting the future by watching the birds fly or even cutting them up
and do a forecast by vivisection. AUGUR ENSEMBLE doesn't make use of birds or intestins, nor do
the five augurians claim to foresee the future - they rather go for the other part of anticipation:
fearlessly facing the unknown by playing crooked melodies, twisted rhythms and unpredictable
soundscapes.
AUGUR ENSEMBLE consists of 5 young and upcoming musicians from Switzerland, Norway and
Sweden. Focused on working as a collective and interpreting their repetoire with an improv-
approach, the ensemble goes back to a very old manner of making music: composing, arranging and
improvising are considered as equal artistic gestures. the  rich sound of the ensemble is an important
anchor of the creative work and combines traditional and extended playing techniques. this may
reach from instrumental songs, free tonal 4part-chorals, percussive layers, shimmering drone sounds
to soft noise structures.

The ensemble was founded in 2010 by Fabian M. Mueller and Kaspar von Grünigen and was granted
in the same year with the „werkpreis“ of the cultural departement of St Gallen.
AUGUR ENSEMBLE played clubtours in Switzerland, Germany, Finland and Norway.
Festival appearances: Nordklang Festival St. Gallen 2012, Insubordinations Microfestival Bern 2011,
Suisse Diagonales Festvial 2011.
Debut Album „the daily unknown“ was released in 2013 on bottomrecords.

Selection of pressquotes:
An album with big pull, that is, next to lyrical parts. unsettling the listener and therefore fires his
imagination. Jazzpodium (D)
Dramatic and dense, but interrupted with airy interplays, a suspenseful and picturesque storytelling in
music. Jazzdimensions (D)
The six musicians from Sweden, Norway and Switzerland search for a chambermusic, that strikes a
new path and bridges stylistic divides. That sounds adventurous, sometimes remarkably different.
But exciting and most enriching. Kulturtipp (CH)
The „daily unknown“ shows up in a delicate interpretation of soundexperiments which doesn't evoke
topical interpretations but has a hypnotic effect on it's own. Westzeit (D)
Loosely speaking, this is chamber jazz.  „The Daily Unknown“ perfects the delicate balance between
composition and improvisation, between jazz and classical… of exquisitely detailed structures and
revelatory spontaneous creation. bird is the worm (US)
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